
2.4b 2019 OA Conference – Controller Accreditation & Curricula

Controllers’ Curricula and Accreditation Update for 2019 OA Conference

As discussed at the OA Conference in 2018, coach and controller curricula are no longer mandated
nor approved by Sport Australia, therefore Orienteering Australia is formalising the process for
revising, approving and uploading our coaching /controlling curricula which were previously
prepared to a uniform Australian Sports Commission template.

These curricula (previously known as syllabi; currently the old versions are available on the technical
pages of the OA website) provide frameworks which identify the required education materials to be
delivered at each level; they do not replace the presentations which are prepared or collated by the
coordinator/s of the workshop.

Controller Accreditation Processes

The process of controller accreditation & reaccreditation remains unchanged from previous years;
for Level 1 & Level 2, state technical coordinators send endorsed candidates’ forms to the OA
Manager, Coaching and Officiating accreditation@orienteering.asn.au (Jim Mackay) and for Level 3,
these are forwarded by the OA Director, Technical. Notifications are subsequently sent to controllers
of their accreditation status. Requirements for accreditation are documented in Appendix 5 of the
OA Rules and the relevant re/accreditation forms are available there also, including the lists of points
gained from various activities. State technical coordinators have responsibility for reminding
controllers at all levels, of when their accreditations will expire.

Working Group

Kathy Liley had kindly agreed to review/update OA Controllers’ curricula, in order to remove
requirements which are irrelevant or redundant and add in matters which are pertinent to the way
events are run in current practice. The details of the new curricula and their requirements are still
being determined by the Working Group which Kathy has convened thus far with assistance from
Hilary Wood and Robin Uppill. Funding has now been secured from Sport Australia for this project,
which may allow for addition of another 1-2 people to the Working Group and some face-to-face
meetings or recruitment of reviewers.

Volunteers (ideally experienced L3 controllers themselves) are required to join the working group -
for Level 1 and Level 3 in particular. Please contact the OA Director, Technical to register interest.

Common Handbook for all levels of controlling

The OA Technical Committee’s meeting at Easter 2019 supported the concept of a handbook where
all the common information between the controller levels can be collated, and this is in the process
of being drafted. It has the potential to apply to MTBO controlling also.



MTBO Controllers’ Curricula

The Level 1 MTBO controllers’ curriculum has been finalised by Kathy Liley and endorsed by the
MTBO committee; it focuses primarily on course planning & event management, and provides a
pathway for foot-O controllers to become MTBO accredited. This was to have been uploaded to the
controllers’ pages of the OA website but that may not have occurred yet.

The Level 2 MTBO controllers’ curriculum is in the final stages of development; MTBO will not have a
Level 3. An IOF Event Advisers’ workshop which received IOF regional development funding was held
in October 2019 during Aust MTBO Champs in Victoria; report to be provided separately.

3 levels of Foot-O controlling

The question has been raised as to whether OA requires 3 controller levels in total – now that nearly
all events are pre-entry, have premarked maps and electronic timing, the distinction between L1 and
L2 is less clear-cut. Another common enquiry is whether states can combine L1 & L2 workshops; this
is not currently recommended because there is still a need to have a separate curriculum for L1,
given that it’s at L2 that we introduce people to the OA rules. Likewise, attendance at an IOF Event
Advisers’ workshop does not substitute for L3 controller accreditation because the scope of practice
of a L3 controller is far greater than that of an IOF EA.

Level 1 foot-O controllers’ curriculum

The goal is to streamline L1 so that it’s less formalised in terms of a workshop and more about
people gathering a portfolio of experience plus doing the compulsory online Officiating General
Principles module which is still available from the Learning Portal on the www.ausport.gov.au
website. It has been agreed that we need to make the process of getting a foot in the door at L1
simpler - but the progression from L1 to L2 also requires states’ buy-in, and actual use of their L1
controllers to get experience at state level events. A mentoring system should definitely be
considered for transitioning from L1 to L2. Does anyone have interest in assisting with level 1?

Level 2 foot-O controllers’ curriculum

This had been revised by John Scown a few years ago in his role as OA Manager, Coaching and
Officiating and it was uploaded to the OA website but is still in the old ASC format, so Robin & Hilary
have been reviewing it based on what they consider to be the most important requirements for
Leven 2.

Level 3 foot-O controllers’ curriculum

This has technically expired already and OA’s plan was always to formally contract someone to
update it – there are a lot of sections which could be removed as being unnecessary these days and
for some years now, the Level 3 workshops have covered materials which are essential but not part
of the original syllabus. Therefore there is no concern that controllers at L3 are not being adequately
trained but there is a significant discrepancy between the original criteria and the actual education
delivered, which will be addressed in the near future.

A L3 workshop will be held in Hobart on March 21st, 2020, focused primarily on preparation for the
2020 Aust Champs at St Helens, but it is open to anyone from the mainland also; current Level



2s wanting to accredit at Level 3, as well as current Level 3 controllers who will not have attended a
L3 workshop within the past 8 years (required for reaccreditation) by the time 2020 ends.

Common platform for resources

This has been identified by the 2018 OA Conference as being preferable, although there is not much
will to drive the process; ideally we would have resource-sharing on a number of levels but at this
stage each state maintains their own resources and provides their own education around course
planning, event software etc. Most states have their own Level 1 and Level 2 controller materials
prepared also, but these could be shared if they are all uploaded to the OA website. Some Level 3
materials from previous workshops are currently on the OA website’s technical pages, but since L3
workshops are delivered primarily by the OA Director, Technical, the latest Level 3 materials are still
offline and continuously updated each time a workshop is held.

Controllers’ reports received from Group A events could become a resource also, either if a digest
version were prepared similar to the Tech News which was produced some years ago, but this would
require someone to go through and distil the reports. And it would also require the reports to be
prepared & submitted, which doesn’t always take place after a busy carnival. One option is that the
reports themselves could be uploaded to the OA website if they contained no incriminating
information.

Accreditation for other types of event officials?

Because this came up at the 2018 OA Conference, it has been included in the OA strategic plan. Also
from time to time we have considered including this as a KPI for reporting to Sport Australia because
their definition of event official is much narrower than orienteering’s is in practice and it does not
adequately capture our volunteer workforce. But there is no simple strategy for how to implement
an accreditation scheme at national level for all types of volunteer officials – OA would need both
funding and personnel. Probably the best option is to broaden the L1 controllers’ curriculum so that
a L1 workshop is also applicable to event organisers and course planners. This might run contrary to
the proposed concept of having L1 less formalised though, but often happens in current practice
when the states hold a workshop.
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